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(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To obtain a movable optical face which is low

in driving voltage and high in degree of freedom in

deformation by deforming this optical face by a strain

inducing layer.

CONSTITUTION: All of a substrate 13, the strain inducing

layer 17 and the optical face 14 have a flat plate shape

and the optical face 14 has just the function as a mere

plane mirror when the voltage is not impressed between

both electrodes 16, but a transverse direction strain is

generated in the strain inducing layer 17 when the

voltage is impressed between both electrodes 16 and,

therefore, the substrate 13 is deformed and consequently

optical face 14 is deformed. For example, the substrate

13 is, therefore, buckled and curved into an arc surface

shape when the shrinking transverse strain is generated

in the strain inducing layer 17 or the substrate 13 is

bulged and is again curved into an arc surface shape

when the elongating transverse strain is generated in

the strain inducing layer 17. The optical face 14 acts

as a concave mirror to condense the incident collimating

light r on the optical face 14 when the optical face 14

retracts to have a concave surface shape in such a

manner. Conversely, the optical face 14 acts as a convex

mirror to divert the incident collimating light r on the

optical face 14 when the optical face 14 is bulged.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] An adjustable optical surface which consists of a deformable substrate, and an optical surface and ****** which were

supported by substrate, and said optical surface came to deform by impression of voltage to said ******.

[Claim 2] Said ******
is an adjustable optical surface according to claim 1 characterized by being formed in a substrate through an

insulator layer and an electrode for an input to
******.

[Claim 3] Furthermore, an adjustable optical surface according to claim 2 characterized by forming a protective layer of an

electrode for an input of another side to this ******, and this electrode for an input in said ******.

[Claim 4] Said ******
is an adjustable optical surface according to claim 1, 2, or 3 characterized by being formed only in a

deformation field of said substrate.

[Claim 5] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 characterized by fixing at least two sides of said substrate to

a frame.

[Claim 6] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1 , 2, 3, or 4 characterized by fixing the perimeter of said substrate to a

frame.

[Claim 7] Said substrate is an adjustable optical surface according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 characterized by fixing to a frame 1 set of

sides where nothing and this substrate counter at least in the shape of a rectangle.

[Claim 8] Said substrate is an adjustable optical surface according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 characterized by fixing the perimeter of

nothing and this substrate to a frame in a circle configuration.

[Claim 9] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 characterized by opening existing in a field in

which ****** of said substrate is not formed.

[Claim 10] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 characterized by thickness of said substrate

not being fixed.

[Claim 11] Said electrode for an input is an adjustable optical surface according to claim 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 characterized by

consisting of two or more electrode sections, respectively.

[Claim 12] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1 1 it was made to impress a signal of magnitude which is different in

said each electrode section.

[Claim 13] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, or 12 equipped with a distorted detection

means on said substrate.

[Claim 14] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 13 characterized by for said distorted detection means being a

piezoresistance, having formed a metal thin film or polish recon of low resistance through a dielectric film on this piezoresistance,

and making it flow through this metal thin film, or polish recon and said substrate electrically.

[Claim 15] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 13 characterized by having connected with said distorted detection

means resistance for temperature compensation prepared in a frame.

[Claim 16] An adjustable optical surface according to claim 13 characterized by having connected with said distorted detection

means resistance for offset adjustment prepared in a frame.

[Claim 17] Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 characterized by preparing on a frame circuit portions, such as

a circuit which controls an input to said ******, and a circuit which detects an output from said distorted detection means, or a

movable optical surface given in 16.

[Claim 18] Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 characterized by using a functional thin film which

generates internal distortion of a ptezo-electric thin film, an electrostriction thin film, a magnetostriction thin film, etc. as said ******,

or a movable optical surface given in 17.

[Claim 19] Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 characterized by arranging said two or more optical

surfaces in the shape of an array, or a movable optical surface given in 18.

[Claim 20] A movable optical surface unit characterized by closing claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and

18 or a movable optical surface given in 19 in a package with inert gas.
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[Claim 21] A movable optical surface unit characterized by carrying out reduced pressure closure of claims 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 or the movable optical surface given in 19 into a package.

[Claim 22] A light scanning system equip [ system ] claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 or 19 with a

movable optical surface and the light source of a publication, and it was made to make light from the light source scan according to

deformation of an adjustable optical surface.

[Claim 23] A condensing point location movable optical system to which equip claims 1, 2, 3, 4 f 5, 6 f 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, and 18 or 19 with a movable optical surface and the light source of a publication, make light from the light source condense,

and it was made to move the condensing point according to deformation of an adjustable optical surface.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to an adjustable optical surface, an adjustable optical surface unit, a light scanning

system, and a condensing point location movable optical system. Speaking concretely, being related with the adjustable optical

surface and adjustable optical surface unit which are made to transform an optical surface by ******. Moreover, it is related with the

light scanning system and condensing point location movable optical system using the adjustable optical surface.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The adjustable optical surface of the conventional example is shown in drawing 1 . This is the

adjustable optical surface (adjustable focal mirror) 1 announced by IEEE MEMS'93 (MicroElectro Mechanical Systems), the

annular silicon frame 3 is fixed on the insulating material substrate 2 which has crevice 2a on the upper surface, the mirror section

4 made from silicon of the shape of thin meat which made the shape of a paraboloid the inner circumference section of the silicon

frame 3 is formed in the silicon frame 3 and one, and the upper surface of the mirror section 4 has become mirror plane 4a.

Moreover, this mirror section 4 has conductivity, the whole functions as an electrode, and the counterelectrode 5 is formed in the

crevice 2a base of the insulating material substrate 2.

[0003] If a deer is carried out and the parallel flux of light 6 carries out incidence to the mirror section 4 of this adjustable optical

surface 1, since the mirror section 4 will work as a parabolic mirror, it is condensed by that focal location 7. Moreover, if voltage is

impressed between the mirror section 4 and a counterelectrode 5 through the silicon frame 3, since electrostatic attraction will

occur and the mirror section 4 will carry out elastic deformation between the mirror section 4 and a counterelectrode 5, the focal

distance can change and the focal location 7 of the flux of light 6 can be changed. For example, in the mirror section with a

diameter of 9.75mm, when the focal distance at the time of applied-voltage 750V is set to 250mm, helium-Ne laser light of the

collimated diameter of 6mm was made into the light source, and spot light with a diameter of 45 micrometers has been obtained.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, if it is in the conventional movable optical surface, in order to realize the

section profile of a parabola required in order to operate the mirror section as a parabolic mirror, the special manufacture process

(namely, light intensity profile method) had to be used, and the resist thickness at the time of processing of the mirror section had to

be controlled.

[0005] Furthermore, since a counterelectrode was needed in order to make the mirror section transform, there was a problem that

the structure and the manufacture process of a movable optical surface also became complicated.

[0006] Moreover, since an optical surface (mirror section) could not be made to transform only in the one direction but the amount

of gaps with a counterelectrode moreover became the maximum of the deformation of the mirror section in order to make the mirror

section transform with electrostatic attraction, the flexibility of optical surface deformation was low.

[0007] Furthermore, in order to carry out elastic deformation of the mirror section compulsorily with electrostatic attraction, the

driver voltage for making the mirror section transform was high.

[0008] Furthermore, since the mirror section was joined to the insulating material substrate of another object, there was a possibility

that the temperature characteristic of a movable optical surface might deteriorate according to the difference of the coefficient of

thermal expansion of the mirror section and an insulating material substrate.

[0009] The place which this invention is made in view of the defect of the conventional example on **, and is made into the purpose

has low driver voltage by proposing the movable optical surface by the new principle which drives an optical surface using ******,

and the flexibility of deformation is also to offer a high movable optical surface.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A movable optical surface of this invention consists of a deformable substrate, and an optical

surface and ****** which were supported by substrate, and is characterized by said optical surface deforming by impression of

voltage to said ******.
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[001 1] Said ******
is formed in a substrate through an insulator layer and an electrode for an input to ******. Furthermore, it is

characterized by forming a protective layer of an electrode for an input of another side to this ******, and this electrode for an input

at said ******.

[0012] Moreover, said ****** can be formed only in a deformation field of said substrate.

[0013] Said substrate may fix at least two sides to a frame. Especially, a substrate can be made into the shape of a rectangle and 1

set of sides where this substrate counters at least can be fixed to a frame. Moreover, the perimeter of said substrate may be fixed

to a frame. Especially, a substrate may be made into a circle configuration and the perimeter of this substrate may be fixed to a

frame.

[0014] Moreover, opening may be prepared in a field in which ****** of said substrate is not formed. Or you may make it not fixed

[ thickness of said substrate ].

[0015] Furthermore, said electrode for an input may consist of two or more electrode sections, respectively. In that case, a signal of

magnitude which is different in each electrode section can be impressed.

[0016] Moreover, a distorted detection means may be established on said substrate.

[0017] A metal thin film or polish recon of low resistance can be formed through a dielectric film on this piezoresistance, and it can

also be made to flow through this metal thin film, or polish recon and said substrate electrically, using a piezoresistance as said

distorted detection means.

[0018] Moreover, you may also connect with said distorted detection means resistance for temperature compensation prepared in a

frame, and resistance for offset adjustment.

[0019] Moreover, circuit portions, such as a circuit which controls an input to said
******

(
and a circuit which detects an output from

said distorted detection means, may be prepared on a frame.

[0020] As ******, a functional thin film which generates internal distortion of a piezo-electric thin film, an electrostriction thin film, a

magnetostriction thin film, etc. can be used.

[0021] Moreover, in this movable optical surface, two or more optical surfaces may be arranged in the shape of an array.

[0022] A movable optica! surface unit of this invention is characterized by closing said movable optical surface in a package with

inert gas.

[0023] Another movable optical surface unit of this invention is characterized by carrying out reduced pressure closure of said

movable optical surface into a package.

[0024] A light scanning system of this invention is equipped with said movable optical surface and light source, and is characterized

by making it make light from the light source scan according to deformation of an adjustable optical surface.

[0025] A condensing point location movable optical system of this invention is equipped with said movable optical surface and light

source, makes light from the light source condense, and is characterized by making it move the condensing point according to

deformation of an adjustable optical surface.

[0026]

[Function] Since ******
is prepared in the substrate which has an optical surface and he is trying to make an optical surface

transform by ****** according to the movable optical surface of this invention, the displacement to the both directions of an optical

surface becomes possible. Moreover, since it does not have a counterelectrode like the conventional example, the maximum of the

displacement of an optical surface does not exist, either. Therefore, there is an advantage that the flexibility of deformation of an

optical surface is high.

[0027] Moreover, since voltage is impressed to
****** and an optical surface is made to transform, driver voltage can also be made

low. Furthermore, in order to make an optical surface transform, a counterelectrode is unnecessary, and since the configuration

and structure of a substrate etc. can also be simplified, a manufacture process can also be simplified and can make a

manufacturing cost cheap.

[0028] Moreover, since it is not necessary to attach a substrate in the insulating material substrate of another object etc. like the

conventional example, there is no deterioration of the temperature characteristic by the difference in a coefficient of thermal

expansion.

[0029] Moreover, if
******

is formed only in the deformation field instead of the whole substrate, deformation of a substrate can

become easy and an optical surface can be made to transform greatly by smaller driver voltage.

[0030] Moreover, the profile at the time of deformation of the optical surface established in the substrate is controllable by fixing two

sides of said substrate to a frame, fixing the perimeter to a frame, making a frame into the shape of a rectangle, or making it a circle

configuration.

[0031] Furthermore, if opening is prepared in the field in which ****** of a substrate is not formed, since it will become easy to

,
deform a substrate by opening, deformation of an optical surface can be enlarged by small driver voltage. Furthermore, the method

of deformation of a substrate can be changed with the pattern of opening.

[0032] Moreover, if the electrode for an input consists of two or more electrode sections, an optical surface can be made to

transform into a desired configuration with different voltage impressed to the electrode pattern and each electrode section.
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[0033] Moreover, if the distorted detection means is established on said substrate, with this distorted detection means, the condition

of deformation of a substrate thru/or an optical surface can be detected, and deformation of an optical surface can be controlled.

[0034] Furthermore, if a metal thin film or the polish recon of low resistance is formed through a dielectric film on the

piezoresistance which is a distorted detection means and it is made to flow through this with a substrate, while being able to shield

an external electromagnetic wave, the temperature characteristic of a piezoresistance also improves, and an output noise can be

reduced.

[0035] Moreover, if the resistance for temperature compensation is connected with the distorted detection means, the temperature

characteristic of the signal outputted from a distorted detection means can be stabilized. Or if the resistance for offset adjustment is

connected with the distorted detection means, offset adjustment of the output of the bridge circuit constituted by the distorted

detection means can be carried out.

[0036] Moreover, if circuit portions, such as a circuit which controls the input to said ******, and a circuit which detects the output

from said distorted detection means, are prepared on a frame, the configuration of a movable optical surface including the circuit

portion concerned can be summarized in a compact, and a movable optical surface can be miniaturized.

[0037] Moreover, if two or more optical surfaces are arranged in the shape of an array, the light which carries out incidence to a

movable optical surface can be separately adjusted for every optical surface.

[0038] In the movable optical surface unit of this invention, since the movable optical surface is closed in a package with inert gas,

many years past-change of an internal movable optical surface can be made small, and a life can be lengthened. Moreover, if

reduced pressure closure of the movable optical surface is carried out into the package, the frequency characteristic of a movable

optical surface can be raised.

[0039]

[Example] The perspective diagram and drawing 2 (b) which show the movable optical surface 1 1 according [ drawing 2 (a) ] to one

example of this invention and which were fractured in part are X1 section expanded sectional view of drawing 2 (a). Hereafter, the

structure of this movable optical surface 11 is explained according to drawing 2 (a) and (b). The substrate 13 of the shape of thin

meat in which elastic deformation is possible is formed, the perimeter of a substrate 13 is immobilization thru/or really formed in the

inner circumference section of a frame 12, and the optical surface (reflective mirror side) 14 is formed in the inner circumference

section of the frame 12 which carried out the shape of a rectangle frame by making the surface of a substrate 13 vapor-deposit

metal thin films, such as aluminum and silver, by a spatter etc. Moreover, as shown in drawing 2 (b), the insulating layer 15 is

formed all over the rear face of a substrate 13 and a frame 12. For example, a frame 12 and a substrate 13 can be produced by

etching-processing and dicing cutting a silicon wafer, and can form an insulating layer 15 by the oxide film (Si02) thru/or nitride

(SiN) of a silicon wafer in that case. Furthermore, on an insulating layer 15, the electrode layer 16 is formed with a metal vacuum
evaporationo film etc. at a rear-face side, on the electrode layer 16,

****** 17 is formed by the spatter, the deposition method, etc.,

and, similarly the electrode layer 16 is formed with the metal vacuum evaporationo film etc. on ******
17. The electrode layer 16 is

covered with the protective layer 18, and is protected from corrosion gas, moisture, etc. under an operating environment. If voltage

is impressed between the electrode layers 16 formed in both sides on both sides of ******
17, the functional thin film which

generates longitudinal direction distortion (namely, flexible distortion of a direction parallel to the electrode layer 16), and generates

the internal stress of a piezo-electric thin film, an electrostriction thin film, a magnetostriction thin film, etc. can be used for
******

17.

[0040] In this example, when voltage is not being impressed between the two-electrodes layers 16, although each is carrying out

plate-like and the optical surface 14 has only the function as a mere plane mirror, since longitudinal direction distortion will occur in

****** 17 if voltage is impressed between the two-electrodes layers 16, a substrate 13,
******

17, and an optical surface 14 deform a

substrate 13, and an optical surface 14 deforms them by it. For example, when a substrate 13 is buckled and it curves in the shape

of an arc surface, when a contraction lateral strain occurs in
******

17, or an elongation lateral strain occurs in
******

17, a substrate

13 swells, and it curves in the shape of an arc surface too. Thus, if an optical surface 14 withdraws in the shape of a concave

surface as shown, for example in drawing 3 (a), it will work as a concave mirror and an optical surface 14 will condense the

collimation fight r which carried out incidence to the optical surface 14. And since the deformation (curvature) of a substrate 13 and

an optical surface 14 also changes by changing the driver voltage impressed between the electrode layers 16, a focal location can

be adjusted. On the contrary, if an optical surface 14 bulges as shown in drawing 3 (b), it will work as a convex mirror and an

optical surface 14 will emit the collimation light r which carried out incidence to the optical surface 14. Since driver voltage can

adjust a substrate 13 and the curve condition of an optical surface 14 also in this case, the emission center of emission light is also

controllable by driver voltage.

[0041] The perspective diagram and drawing 4 (b) which show the movable optical surface 21 according [ drawing 4 (a) ] to another

example of this invention and which were fractured in part are X2 section expanded sectional view of drawing 4 (a). If it is in this

example, ****** 17 and the double-sided electrode layer 16 are formed only in the deformation field of a substrate 13 instead of the

whole surface of a substrate 1 3. Since the ****** 17 grade is not prepared in the perimeter field of a substrate 1 3, it is easy to

deform a substrate 13, it has become, and an optical surface 14 can be made to transform greatly by small driver voltage in this
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movable optical surface 21.

[0042] Drawing 5 is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface 22 by still more nearly another example of this

invention fractured in part. In this example, the substrate 13 which made the circle configuration the inner circumference section of

the frame 12 which carried out the shape of a circular ring is formed, and the perimeter of a substrate 13 is fixed to a frame 12.

When according to such a movable optical surface 22 driver voltage is impressed and ****** 17 is made to transform, deformation

of a substrate 13 and an optical surface 14 serves as axial symmetry about a medial axis. Therefore, an optical surface 14 can also

deform like a parabolic mirror symmetrical with a shaft to a medial axis, and can make small optical aberration of the light reflected

in an optical surface 14.

[0043] Drawing 6 is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface 23 by still more nearly another example of this

invention fractured in part. In this movable optical surface 23, the substrate 13 of the shape of a rectangle thin film equipped with

the ****** 17 grade is arranged in the inner circumference section of the frame 12 which carried out the shape of a rectangle frame,

and only two sides which a substrate 13 counters are fixed to the inner circumference section of a frame 12. In this movable optical

surface 23, since the 2 sides 24 of a substrate 1 3 are fixed and other 2 sides 25 are free, if
******

1 7 deforms, a substrate 1 3 will

deform approximately cylindrical. For this reason, when driver voltage is impressed, the cylindrical mirror-like optical surface 14 can

be acquired, and driver voltage can adjust that curvature.

[0044] Drawing 7 is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface 26 by still more nearly another example of this

invention fractured in part. If it is in this example, the perimeter of a substrate 13 was fixed to the inner circumference of a frame 12,

and ****** 17 and the double-sided electrode layer 16 are formed only in the field except the boundary region of a substrate 13.

Furthermore, two or more openings 27 are suitably opened in the boundary region in which the ****** 17 grade of a substrate 13 is

not prepared. In this movable optical surface 26, since ****** 17 grade is not prepared in the boundary region of a substrate 13 but

opening 27 is formed further, further, it is easy to deform a substrate 13, it has become, and deformation of the optical surface 14

over driver voltage becomes large. Moreover, the pattern of opening 27 can also adjust the deformation condition of a substrate 13.

Furthermore, the magnitude of deformation of an optical surface 14 can be adjusted by forming opening 27 after manufacture of

the movable optical surface 26.

[0045] The perspective diagram and drawing 8 (b) which show the movable optical surface 28 according [ drawing 8 (a) ] to another

example of this invention and which were fractured in part are X3 section expanded sectional view of drawing 8 (a). If it is in this

example, the thickness of a substrate 13 is not fixed and the portion from which the thickness of a substrate 13 differs is prepared.

Although forming the annular heavy-gage part 29 projected on the inferior surface of tongue of a substrate 13 by drawing 8 (a),

speaking concretely, it does not restrict to such a pattern. For example, two or more annular heavy-gage parts can be prepared in

the shape of the said heart, a heavy-gage part can be prepared in a radial, or, in addition to this, it can prepare by the pattern of

arbitration. And the substrate 13 when driver voltage is impressed, and the profile at the time of deformation of an optical surface

14 are controllable by changing the pattern of change of the thickness of this substrate 13, or thickness. Moreover, although not

illustrated, the thickness of a substrate 13 can also be changed continuously.

[0046] The plan showing the movable optical surface 30 according [ drawing 9 (a) ] to still more nearly another example of this

invention and drawing 9 (b) are the cross sections which met the Y-Y line of drawing 9 (a). If it is in this example, each electrode

layer 16 was divided and two or more electrode sections 16a and 16a and -- are arranged to both sides of ******
17. if it is in this

movable optical surface 30, since electrode sections 16a and 16a and the distorted distribution pattern [ in / by the arrangement

pattern /
******

1 7 ] of - can be decided, the profile at the time of deformation of a substrate 1 3 and an optical surface 14 can be

designed freely. And since deformation of ****** 17 the very thing is controllable, a profile is more effectively [ than the method of

changing the thickness of a substrate 13 ] controllable. Moreover, a profile is controllable also by changing electrode sections 16a

and 16a and the voltage of - which it not only changes a profile with a pattern, but will be impressed to each electrode sections

16a and 16a and -- after manufacture of the movable optical surface 30 if each electrode pattern has been independent.

[0047] Drawing 10 is the cross section showing the movable optical surface 31 by still more nearly another example of this

invention. This movable optical surface 31 is produced by the silicon wafer 32 with the application of the semiconductor

manufacturing technology, n mold impurity is poured in and 34 [
n-layer ] is formed so that the silicon wafer 32 before etching

processing may serve as thickness of a substrate 13 on the inferior surface of tongue of p mold silicon wafer (p layer 33). While

forming in the perimeter the frame 12 which consists of 33 p layers by carrying out etching removal of 33 [ p-layer ] in the center

section of this silicon wafer 32 set to 33 from 34 n layers p layers, the substrate 13 which becomes that inferior-surface-of-tongue

inner circumference section from 34 n layers is formed. Moreover, the optical surface 14 is formed in the upper surface of the

silicon wafer 32 after etching. This optical surface 14 is good also as the surface of n layer 34 grade itself. Moreover, the opening of

the insulating layer 15 currently formed in the inferior surface of tongue of 34 of an oxide film, n layers of nitrides etc., etc. is carried

out suitably, and n layers of piezoresistances 35 are embedded 34 by pouring in n layers of p mold impurities to 34 from the

aperture which opened in the insulating layer 15. In addition, the metal wiring to which 36 was connected to the piezoresistance 35,

and 37 are wrap insulating layers about metal wiring. 38 is an electrode pad for keeping n layers of potentials of 34 constant

through the n+ layer 39. Moreover, ****** 17 which was able to form the electrode layer 16 in both sides is formed in the inferior
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surface of tongue of a substrate 13.

[0048] If a deer is carried out and it is in this movable optical surface 31, since distortion of each part of a substrate 13 is detectable

with the piezoresistance 35 of a substrate 13 embedded suitably in the part, the driver voltage impressed to
****** 17 can be

adjusted acting as the monitor of the distortion of each part of a substrate 13.

[0049] Drawing 1

1

is the cross section showing the movable optical surface 40 by still more nearly another example of this

invention. In this example, a metal thin film or the polish recon 42 of low resistance is formed through the dielectric film 41 so that

the piezoresistance 35 embedded n layers 34 may be covered further, and this metal thin film or n layers of polish recons 42 are

electrically connected with 34 through the n+ layer 43. In this movable optical surface 40, since the piezoresistance 35 of p mold is

covered by the substrate 13, the metal thin film which flowed, or the polish recon 42 of low resistance, the piezoresistance 35 is

.mostly surrounded by potential equal to a substrate 13 thru/or a frame 12 in the perimeter enclosure, the temperature

characteristic's can improve while it has an external electromagnetic wave shielded, and can reduce the noise of the output from a

piezoresistance 35.

[0050] Moreover, drawing 12 (a) and (b) are drawings showing the bridge circuit 45 constituted by the bottom view (the
****** 17

grade is omitted) and piezoresistance 35 which show the movable optical surface 44 by still more nearly another example of this

invention. If it is in this example, the bridge circuit 45 as shown in drawing 12 (b) by the piezoresistance 35 embedded at four

places of the substrate 13 perimeter can be constituted, and it can supervise whether the substrate 13 is deforming equally by

acting as the monitor of that output voltage V. Furthermore, the resistance 46 for temperature compensation is embedded on the

inferior surface of tongue (n layer 34) of a frame 12, and parallel connection of this resistance 46 for temperature compensation is

carried out to one of the piezoresistances 35 like drawing 12 (b), and it is inserting in a bridge circuit 45. A piezoresistance 35 has

the temperature characteristic of reverse and this resistance 46 for temperature compensation can stabilize the temperature

characteristic of a bridge circuit 45 by inserting this resistance 46 for temperature compensation in a bridge circuit 45.

[0051] Moreover, drawing 13 (a) and (b) are drawings showing the bridge circuit 45 constituted by the bottom view (the
****** 17

grade is omitted) and piezoresistance 35 which show the movable optical surface 47 by still more nearly another example of this

invention. If it is in this example, the trim resistance 48 for offset adjustment is embedded on the inferior surface of tongue (n layer

34) of a frame 12, as shown in drawing 12 (b), series connection of this trim resistance 48 is carried out to one of the

piezoresistances 35, and it is inserted in a bridge circuit 45. If it is in this example, by evaporating the trim resistance 48 in part by

laser light etc., resistance can be adjusted and the amount of offset of the output voltage V of a bridge circuit 45 can be adjusted.

[0052] Drawing 14 is the cross section showing the movable optical surface 49 by still more nearly another example of this

invention, and embeds the circuit portion 50 on the inferior surface of tongue of a frame 12. For example, it can consider as the

circuit for controlling the circuit for detecting change of the signal (output voltage V) outputted from a PURIJJI circuit etc. as this

circuit portion 50, and the input to
****** 17 etc.

[0053] Drawing 15 is the outline cross section showing the movable optical surface 51 by still more nearly another example of this

invention. In this example, the substrate 13 and the optical surface 14 are curving in the condition of not impressing driver voltage

to ******
17, and if driver voltage is impressed to

****** 17 and ****** 17 is made to transform, it will deform in the direction in which a

substrate 13 and an optical surface 14 curve more greatly, or the direction in which a curve becomes small.

[0054] In addition, in each above-mentioned example, although an optical surface is not a substrate side and forming in a ******

side is also possible, by forming on a substrate, smoothness can be raised and the reflection factor of an optical surface can be

made high.

[0055] What is shown in drawing 16 is the cross section showing the movable optical surface unit 52 by this invention. This

movable optical surface unit 52 has connected the electrode layer 16 and the piezoresistance 35 grade to the terminal 55 by

wirebonding etc. while mounting the movable optical surface 53 by this invention in the upper surface of the base 54, it closes the

movable optical surface 53 in the package 58 which consists of a translucent part 56 and cylinder parts 57, such as glass and a

transparent plastic, and is decompressing the package 58 interior. Or inert gas, such as Ne and Ar, may be enclosed in a package

58.

[0056] Thus, if the movable optical surface 53 is closed in the package 58, a resistance to environment is guaranteed and an

element life can be lengthened. Furthermore, if inert gas is enclosed with the interior, many years past-deterioration of the movable

optical surface 53 can be made small, and if the interior is decompressed, the frequency characteristic of the movable optical

surface 53 can be raised.

[0057] Drawing 17 is the plan showing the movable optical surface 59 constituted in the shape of an array. That is, the common
frame 12 which carried out the shape of a grid formed from the silicon wafer etc. is made to arrange in the shape of an array for

every constant pitch, two or more substrates 13 in which elastic deformation is possible are formed, and an optical surface 14 and
****** 17 grade are prepared in each substrate 13, respectively. Thus, according to the movable optical surface 59 formed in the

shape of an array, two or more parts can be constituted to a small space. Moreover, by each ******
17, mutually-independent [ of

each optical surface 14 ] is carried out, and it is driven. As long as it uses the movable optical surface 59 which carried out the

shape of such an array, usage which may make it make a light beam different, respectively irradiate each optical surface 14, or one
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light beam was made to irradiate the whole, and resembled the micro-lens array may be carried out.

[0058] Drawing 18 is the outline block diagram showing the light scanning system 60 by this invention. This light scanning system

60 consists of a movable optical surface 53 of this invention, and the light source 61 which irradiates a light beam in that optical

surface 14. Alternating voltage is impressed to
****** 17 of the movable optical surface 53, and by it, the optical surface 14 is

deforming periodically so that it may expand a fixed period or may contract. Light beam r by which outgoing radiation is carried out

is irradiated from the light source 61 by the location from which it separated from the center of an optical surface 14 of doing in this

way and vibrating, and the reflective direction changes with vibration of an optical surface 14, and light beam r reflected in the

optical surface 14 is scanned as shown in drawing 18 .

[0059] Drawing 19 is the outline block diagram showing the condensing point location movable optical system 62 by this invention.

This condensing point location movable optical system 62 consists of a movable optical surface 53 of this invention, and the light

source 63 like the light emitting diode (and lens system) which carries out outgoing radiation of collimation light thru/or the coherent

light, or a semiconductor laser element. As explained in drawing 3 (a) and (b), in this condensing point location movable optical

system 62, the light which outgoing radiation was carried out from the light source 63, and was reflected in the optical surface 14

condenses, and the location of that condensing point 64 can be made adjustable by the driver voltage impressed to ******
17.

[0060]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, since the displacement to the both directions of an optical surface becomes

possible since he is trying to make an optical surface transform by ******, and it does not have a counterelectrode like the

conventional example, there is also no maximum of the displacement of an optical surface, and there is an advantage that the

movable optical surface where the flexibility of deformation of an optical surface is high can be manufactured. Moreover, since

voltage is impressed to ****** and an optical surface is made to transform, driver voltage can also be made low. Furthermore, in

order to make an optical surface transform, a counterelectrode is unnecessary, and since the configuration and structure of a

substrate etc. can also be simplified, a manufacture process can also be simplified and can make a manufacturing cost cheap. And
there is an advantage that the fall of the response in the RF field by squeeze DOFIRUMU damping does not take place, either.

Moreover, since it is not necessary to attach a substrate in the insulating material substrate of another object etc. like the

conventional example, there is no deterioration of the temperature characteristic by the difference in a coefficient of thermal

expansion.

[0061] Moreover, if
******

is formed only in the deformation field of a substrate or opening is prepared in portions other than ****** of

a substrate, deformation of a substrate becomes easy, an optical surface can be made to transform greatly by smaller driver

voltage, and a dc-battery drive etc. will be attained.

[0062] Moreover, the profile of the optical surface at the time of driver voltage impression is controllable by fixing said the perimeter

or some of substrate to a frame, changing the configuration of a frame, preparing opening in a substrate, changing the pattern of

two or more electrode sections, or changing voltage impressed to two or more electrode sections.

[0063] Moreover, an optical surface can be made to transform in a high configuration precision by making an optical surface

transform, if distorted detection means, such as a piezoresistance, are established, being able to detect the situation of deformation

of an optical surface and acting as the monitor of the output of a distorted detection means.

[0064] Furthermore, if circuit portions, such as a circuit which controls the input to said ******, and a circuit which detects the output

from said distorted detection means, are prepared on a frame, the configuration of a movable optical surface including the circuit

portion concerned can be summarized in a compact, and a movable optical surface can be miniaturized.

[0065] Moreover, two or more optical surfaces are put in order, and a movable array-like optical surface can be constituted, or in a

package, reduced pressure closure can also be carried out and it can be used with the inert gas closure or the gestalt according to

a use.

[0066] Furthermore, if the movable optical surface of this invention is used, flexibility of adjustment, such as a condensing location

of a light beam, is high, driver voltage's is low, and can constitute a small light scanning system and a condensing point location

movable optical system.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the perspective diagram showing the structure of the conventional movable optical surface fractured in part.

[Drawing 2] The perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface according [ (a) ] to one example of this invention

fractured in part and (b) are the expanded sectional views showing the X1 section of (a).

[Drawing 3] (a) and (b) are explanatory drawings [ same as the above ] of operation.

[Drawing 4] The perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface according
[ (a) ] to another example of this invention

fractured in part and (b) are the expanded sectional views showing the X2 section of (a).

[Drawing 5] It is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention

fractured in part.

[Drawing 6] It is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention

fractured in part.

[Drawing 7] It is the perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention

fractured in part.

[Drawing 8] The perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface according [ (a) ] to still more nearly another example of

this invention fractured in part and (b) are the expanded sectional views showing the X3 section of (a).

[Drawing 9] The plan showing the movable optical surface according [ (a) ] to still more nearly another example of this invention

and (b) are the Y-Y line cross sections of (a).

[Drawing 10 ] It is the cross section showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 11 ] It is the cross section showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 12 ] The bottom view showing the movable optical surface according
[ (a) ] to still more nearly another example of this

invention omitted in part and (b) are drawings showing the configuration of the bridge circuit by the piezoresistance.

[Drawing 13 ] The bottom view showing the movable optical surface according [ (a) ] to still more nearly another example of this

invention omitted in part and (b) are drawings showing the configuration of the bridge circuit by the piezoresistance.

[Drawing 14] It is the cross section showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 15] The perspective diagram showing the movable optical surface according
[ (a) ] to still more nearly another example of

this invention fractured in part and (b) are the expanded sectional views showing a part of substrate portion same as the above.

[Drawing 16 ] It is the cross section showing the movable optical surface unit by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 17] It is the plan showing the movable optical surface by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 18 ] It is the schematic diagram showing the light scanning system by still more nearly another example of this invention.

[Drawing 19] It is the schematic diagram showing the condensing point location movable optical system by still more nearly another

example of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

12 Frame

13 Substrate

14 Optical Surface

16 Electrode Layer

<l

— ******

35 Piezoresistance

[Translation done.]
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